DPS Nacharam School conducted workshops for Performing Arts

and

Physical Education teachers on 3rd June.
Our faculty from PE Dept Ms Nagendram & Ms Annapurna,
Music Dept - Mr. Ch.V.Gopala Krishna Murthy,
Art & Craft Dept Mr. Hari Krishna and
Dance Teacher, Mr. Shiva Raj took part
in the workshops.

The arts make us feel
connected to one another
and less isolated.
Through the arts we
share an emotion and
that sharing connects us
with each other and we
realise we all feel the
same emotions.

Shri Sanjay Kumar Joshi conducted a
resourceful workshop on the Dance
Form – Kathak.
He enlightened the participants about
the history of Kathak, different styles
of it and how to incorporate it in the
curriculum of Educational Institutions.
Shri Sanjay Kumar Joshi conducted a
resourceful workshop on the Dance
Form – Kathak. He enlightened the
participants about the history of Kathak, different styles of it and how it
makes a unique contribution through its expression when it is incorporated in
the curriculum of Educational Institutions. It was an interactive and
demonstrative session where in the participants enjoyed performing the dance
movements.

The Art & Craft workshop conducted by Mr Vaikuntam Nakash, was
interesting and expressive. He briefed about how the students can be
exposed to creative
expression through
various Art & Craft
forms. He gave a brief
description on how to
make Cherical Scroll
Painting, a beautiful art
form.
Further the participants were
asked to make a painting
each. The Art & Craft teacher
from our school Mr. Harikrishna made a beautiful
Cherical Scroll Painting on the theme Bathukamma
which was well
appreciated by the
facilitator and the other
participants.

The Physical Education Workshop conducted by Professor
M.V.Satyanarayana, focused on the role of coach and how to motivate the
students while playing games and sports. He gave a Power Point
Presentation on Olympic Prize Winning Events to make the session more
interesting. It was a resourceful and thought provoking session.

Mrs.Prasanna from Oakridge
International School conducted a
workshop for Music Faculty of
different schools on how to
engage the students in the class
and also easy and interesting ways
to teach Music to kids. She gave
tips in how to get the class
singing !

It was an enriching and fruitful session and
the participants enjoyed being a part of it.

